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4 of 4 review helpful If you like weird stuff and are curious By Harmonium Fans of Edgar Allen Poe Bukowski The 
Story of the Eye and Tom Waits will likely enjoy this morbid venture into debauchery and death The poems are not 
beautiful or pleasant I am still ambivalent as to whether or not I truly like them For the curious they are worth the read 
There is not too much variation in the tone subject matter or st The Flowers of Evil which T S Eliot called the greatest 
example of modern poetry in any language shocked the literary world of nineteenth century France with its outspoken 
portrayal of lesbian love its linking of sexuality and death its unremitting irony and its unflinching celebration of the 
seamy side of urban life Including the French texts and comprehensive explanatory notes to the poems this 
extraordinary body of love poems restores the six poems ori Jonathan Culler s 24 page introduction is thoughtful and 
informative and the editorial apparatus of bibliography chronology and notes on the text are up to the high standard of 
the series Acumen Magazine McGowan s fine poetic sense uses the sp 
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